
Policy measures to boost job creation in any one or more of the following 

sectors- agriculture, industries/manufacturing and services  

There are 2 approaches for employment- 

Based on skills & interests of the people to be employed 

Based on the need & requirement of the job posts for the society 

 

India faces trouble from both ends- many skilled individuals don’t get job 

with respect to their skills (or don’t get at all) while the many jobs in all 

sectors face trouble in shortage of skilled individuals.  

 

The approximate number of people required in all kinds of jobs in 

all sectors shall be provided to the citizens. for instance, until few 

years ago the job opportunity- demand, requirement & need of fast 

growing digitalizing world, showed a great trend of studying engineering & 

medical, after which as it was told the need of Chartered Accountants is 

more, the trend now had included commerce stream as well. Which implies 

that if the people are told that they'll be provided with job opportunity 

(+job security) in a particular field they will certainly grab the opportunity. 

Therefore, if declared that there is a need for each and every field to grow 

equally high and emerge with the most innovative of its kind in the world in 

that respective field, and that all kinds of skills will have its respective job 

which will have a job security and a stable pay, every citizen would 

enthusiastically make the best of his/her skills and provide the best results 

with the job provided. 

 



So the only major responsibility taken by the people here shall be 

to recognize and choose the job they'll be good at, to satisfy 

themselves and also be productive to the society. 

 

Also, for instance, India needs a huge no. of police officers for the level of 

crimes today (as there is only 1 per 750). And police officers who have 

quality training, professional and technologically advanced knowledge and 

instruments to tackle the situations and high level presence of mind. And 

presence of mind also comes if they are not on extra-time duty. Due to 

lack of policemen & women, the existing police officers toil day & night and 

in some cases continuously without having a chance to sleep which is very 

dangerous and can lead to inhuman behaviour in return. Similarly, 1 doctor 

per 1700 Indians. Hence the need to employ the number of people needed 

for a particular job is required to be fulfilled which would create a huge 

positive difference if done. 

 

Similarly, the skills which are highly popular as hobby but the 

talented ones fear to make it a profession (eg: literature, music, art & 

dance) shall be encouraged thoroughly. India being the land of numerous 

dance forms, classical music, handicrafts, sculpting etc inherently consists 

of these beautiful skills. And Art & Dance already being exhibited in Film 

industries with emerging stream of a redefined art- the Animation & 

graphics technology needs to be recognized for the public. 

 

Also in a sector like Agriculture, job shall not be as a matter of 

helplessness but that of a choice and interest. Agriculture lays the 

foundation of our living and lots can be done to improve it.  



Apart from conventional Agriculture, Research linked from various other 

fields like Molecular biology, nanotechnology, harvesting techniques, new 

products from different animals and its effects (eg: spider silk), direct 

global marketing etc. 

 

However, establishing a centre (including an online centre) for 

finding jobs that will suite one's skills could boost the job 

creation, employment and greatly progressive society.  
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